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TO:  DIRECTOR, FBI (62-10960)  
FROM:  SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (89-58) (RUC)  
DATE: 9/25/69

SUBJECT: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY   
11/22/63  
DALLAS, TEXAS  
MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING

On 9/16/69 Mrs. SHIRLEY STORY and her husband, BOBBY STORY, who are currently being investigated as Potential Security Informants for the San Francisco Office, advised that they had joined a group who were concerned about the true facts of President KENNEDY's assassination several months ago. This group had attended lectures, one of which was given by MARK LANE, and were attempting to conduct investigations into the slaying of President KENNEDY. This group was headed by HAROLD VERB.

For the information of the Bureau, HAROLD VERB is a currently active member of the Socialist Workers Party in the San Francisco Bay Area and has expressed his political ideology following the philosophy of the Socialist Workers Party.

Mrs. STORY furnished a group of photostatic letters which she stated had been loaned to her by Mr. VERB. In handwriting at the top was the notation "HAL V's copy", and in printing "Underhill File". Mrs. STORY stated that HAL VERB had given her these papers with the comment, "Here is a portion of GARRISON's file", GARRISON meaning the District Attorney in New Orleans, Louisiana, and the papers consist of information concerning one J. GARRET UNDERHILL.

A copy of these papers is forwarded for your information and no action is being taken on this particular matter by the San Francisco Office.
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